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CASE on Contracts
Survey of SE Firms’ Contracts Practices
By Steve Schaefer, P.E.

In preparation for a presentation on 
Contracts for Structural Engineers at the 
SEI Structures Congress last year, the 
presenters surveyed members of CASE 

to determine how they dealt with several 
contract issues that pose business risks to 
their firms. Topics included: dealing with 
onerous contracts, getting paid by archi-
tects even when a contract is in place, use 
of limitation of liability clauses, use of stan-
dardized CASE contracts, and who within 
a firm writes and negotiates contracts. The 
following are those results.

Dealing with  
Onerous Contracts

A big problem that structural engineering 
firms face is clients/owners who supply their 
own contracts. These contracts are typically 
written by the clients’ lawyers and worded to 
shift as much potential liability as possible for 
any problems away from the owner and onto 
the project designers and contractors, even 
when the owner may be the negligent party 
or should bear some or all of the responsibil-
ity for certain problems. Often these onerous 
contracts require the designers to indemnify 
and defend (provide the owner’s legal defense) 
against claims against the owner by third par-
ties, even when the designer has not been 
negligent. Although many engineers believe 
this situation would never occur in practice, 
a hospital in the Midwest is currently trying 
to get its designers for a new building, who 
signed one of these onerous contracts, to 
defend the hospital against claims by patients 
who developed Legionnaires’ disease while at 
the hospital. These contracts also frequently 
require the designers to perform at the “high-
est quality” or guarantee a “perfect design” or 
“successful” project. By contrast, the profes-
sional liability insurance policies for architects 
and engineers only cover designers for their 
negligence relative to the normal standard of 
care. Thus, there is no insurance coverage to 
pay for claims based on many of these oner-
ous contract clauses; one of these claims can 
easily force a design firm into bankruptcy and 
out of business.
The CASE survey asked members how 

often they were successful in negotiating a 

more reasonable contract after explaining 
the problem terms to the client. See Figure 
1 for the results. Figure 2 shows how often 
firms are willing to sign an onerous contract 
when they can’t get the client to renegotiate 
to fairer terms.
Why do firms sign these contracts? Some of 

the reasons given were:
• It’s a small project with small risks.
• They need the work.
•  The contact at the client’s organization 

says that the offending clause is 
required by their legal department, but 
not to worry, they have never sued an 
A/E provider.

As another example, the author’s SE firm 
designed some temporary shoring on a project 
for a large contractor on a rush basis. The 
contractor did not return a signed copy of 
the contract provided by the SE’s firm but, 
after the design was completed, the contrac-
tor presented an onerous contract saying it 
needed to be signed before the firm could be 
paid. The author’s firm waited until after the 
shoring installation was successfully com-
pleted and dismantled before agreeing to sign 
the contract since there was no longer any risk 
of a claim being made.
The responding CASE firms try to deal with 

these onerous contracts in the following ways:
•  Always provide an industry-standard 

contract first.
•  Explain to the client that the engineer’s 

professional liability policy doesn’t cover 
claims made under these one-sided terms.

•  Do as much work as possible with 
repeat clients based on initial good 
client selection processes.

•  Implement a more thorough quality 
control process for the project.

•  Put their best project managers on  
the project.

•  Increase the fee to cover the 
additional risk (which can be 
somewhat successful).

•  Respectfully decline to submit a 
proposal (if the engineer knows about 
the onerous terms in advance).

•  Put their firm in a stronger 
negotiating position by working as 
a consultant to the owner rather 
than as a designer contracted to the 
project architect.

% of �rms

If you try to explain the contract problems with 
the client in order to negotiate a more reasonable 
contract, how often is this e�ective?

52%

10%

38%

Negotiation is
bene�cial

Hardly ever
Occasionally
Frequently

Figure 1. Figure 2.

Figure 3.
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Are you willing to accept the risk and sign an 
onerous contract?
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Percent of onerous contracts where you turn 
down the project after explaining the problem to 
the clients
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•  Keep a record of contract mark-ups and 
negotiation conversations to establish 
their inequitable bargaining position.

Payments from Architects
Getting paid in a timely manner by architect 
clients is a common problem for structural 
engineering firms. Table A shows various meth-
ods and their effectiveness in producing more 
prompt payment. Some of these actions can 
be specified in the contract with the architect.
Other methods reported by the survey 

respondents were:
•  Refuse to sign off the completed 

project for the building department.
•  File a lien if not paid in 90 days (this is 

difficult or unavailable in some states)
•  Contact the architect’s client to see if 

the architect has been paid.
• Involve a collection agency.
•  Don’t work for architects who don’t pay 

in a timely manner.
•  Before reviewing the shop drawings 

or 90 days after completing the design 
work, whichever comes first, require 
the architect to sign a promissory note.

Limitation of Liability Clauses
Professional liability insurers encourage 
structural engineers to include a limitation 
of liability (LOL) clause in their contracts. 
Table B shows how frequently LOL clauses 
were used in the firms’ contracts with 
architects. Relative to all clients (not just 
architects), Table C shows how often the 
LOL is a fixed dollar amount and Table D 
shows the amount of the fixed limit.
If the client doesn’t agree to one of the lower 

LOL amounts, the SE can usually get them 
to agree to a limit on the amount of profes-
sional liability insurance proceeds available 
to them. Although this doesn’t do much to 
reduce the amount that the insurer would 
pay in a claim, it does keep a large claim from 
putting the SE’s firm out of business. When 
firms base the LOL on a multiple of their fee, 
Table E shows the multiple that firms use.

Case Contracts  
Most Often Used

CASE has produced 16 standard contracts for 
various conditions encountered by structural 
engineering firms. Table F (page 54) shows the 
percentage of firms that use the more popular 
CASE contracts, either directly or by adopt-
ing various terms from the CASE contracts 
in their own contracts.
The most widely used is Contract #1, 

An Agreement for the Provision of Limited 
Professional Services, which is useful for smaller 
projects with a limited scope. It is a very simple 
and easy to use contract for most of the mis-
cellaneous-type projects performed at an SE 
firm, such as adding a loading dock or adding 
equipment on the roof of an existing building.
Contract #2 is used when the SE contracts 

directly with the owner but is not the prime 
consultant, while Contract #13 is to be used 
when the project primarily involves struc-
tural work and the SE is the prime or the 
only consultant.
The author feels that Contract #14A, 

Supplemental Form A – Additional Services Order 
(ASO), should be used more often and should 
be readily available for every project manager 
to use. Most medium to large projects run into 
situations where some unanticipated structural 
services are required, and it is important for the 
SE to get paid for these. If the SE waits until the 
end of the project to bring these to the client’s 
attention, there is a high risk of not being paid 
for the extra work, since there is no leverage. 
Having a client sign the ASO before the SE 
does the work makes it much easier to get paid. 
If the SE doesn’t want to “nickel and dime” the 
client, he/she should send an ASO describing 

the additional scope of work on smaller items 
and indicate “No Charge”. Then after a few 
minor items are designed for free, if more or 
larger issues arise, the SE can justify finally charg-
ing for some of these.

Payments Don’t do
Not 
effective

Sometimes 
effective

Relatively 
effective

Stop work if invoices not paid after grace period 42% 8% 42% 8%

Require architect to notify us if not paid within 30 days 
by owner

69% 27% 0% 4%

Refuse to process shop drawings 44% 11% 6% 6%

Call architect about unpaid invoiced after certain 
amount of days

4% 15% 48% 38%

Table A. Table B.

Table C.

Table D.

How often do you see a Limitation 
of Liability clause in architectural 
contracts?

% of 
firms

0% of the time 30%

1% – 10% of the time 26%

15% – 25% of the time 11%

50% – 60% of the time 19%

75% – 90% of the time 11%

99% of the time 3%

How often is the Limitations of Liability 
a fixed dollar amount?

% of 
firms

0% of the time 12%

1% – 20% of the time 24%

25% – 45% of the time 6%

50% – 60% of the time 12%

75% – 80% of the time 18%

100% of the time 29%

When it is fixed, what is the mount of 
the Limitations of Liability?

% of 
firms

Equal to the design fee 6%

Greater of $50,000 or the design fee 19%

$50,000 19%

$100,000 13%

$250,000 6%

Amount of insurance 13%

Varies 25%

Table E.

When based on multiple of fee, what 
is the mount of the Limitations of 
Liability?

% of 
firms

1 x fee 63%

10 x fee 25%

25 x fee 12%

continued on next page

Attention Bentley Users
Have you received your automatic 
quarterly invoice from Bentley?

Would you like to reduce or eliminate 
these invoices?

Use SofTrack to control and manage 
Calendar Hour usage of your Bentley 
SELECT Open Trust Licensing.

Call us today, 866 372 8991 or visit us 
www.softwaremetering.com
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The purpose and need for most of the listed 
contracts is fairly obvious; however, the impor-
tance of Contract #11 for the Transfer of CAD 
or BIM files should be emphasized. On most 
projects, the sub-contractors or fabricators 
want to use the SE’s CAD or BIM files to pre-
pare their shop drawings. The SE firm exposes 
itself to additional risk if the terms and condi-
tions under which the files are provided are 
not defined. Contract #11 makes it clear to 
the users of the files that they are responsible 
for the files once they are turned over to them. 
The contract also makes provisions for the SE 
to charge a small fee for providing the files. 
Although some firms have charged substantial 
amounts for this, CASE recommends that the 
charge be in line with the time necessary for a 
technician to prepare the files for transfer and 
to make the transfer. In this way, the files can 
still be considered “Instruments of Service” 
rather than a “Product” which has higher liabil-
ity associated with it.

Who Writes the Contracts
Table G shows who in the firm has authority 
to negotiate and write contracts. As noted 

above regarding Additional Service Orders, 
the project manager must fully understand 
the contract so that they know when services 
are outside the scope for the project and an 
ASO should be issued. The author’s firm 
believes that the project manager should be 
the one doing most of the coordination and 
engineering on a project, and over 70 percent 
of the firm’s engineers have project manager 
positions or higher. The project manager 
will take more ownership in the success of 
the project if they are the one negotiating 
with the client, determining the scope and 
fee, and preparing the contract. Thus all 
project managers prepare at least some of 
their own contracts. The size and complexity, 
along with the project manager’s experience, 
will determine the level of responsibility 
that a project manager has in preparing the 
contract. The project manager’s team leader 
reviews all contracts and a fee committee 
reviews all larger or unusual projects even 
for the most experienced project managers 
and principals.

Make Up of  
Case Survey Respondents

Twenty seven firms responded to the CASE 
survey: one third of the firms had 20 or 
fewer employees, one third had 25 to 50 
employees and one third had over 100 
employees. Seventy percent of the firms 
were primarily structural engineers while 
the remainder were multi-discipline. The 
number of structural engineers at the par-
ticipating firms ranged from one to over 
four hundred.

Summary
By being aware of other SE firms’ contract 
practices, SEs can compare their own prac-
tices relative to their peers. The results of the 

Table H.

Table G.

How often do you specify the 
Limitations of Liability to be equal to 
the amount available from Professional 
Liability insurance?

% of 
firms

0% of the projects 39%

15% – 25% of the projects 22%

40% – 50% of the projects 22%

90% – 100% of the projects 17%

Who writes and negotiates contracts 
with the client?

% of 
firms

Firm Principals 96%

Designated Contract Officer 11%

Select Project Managers 15%

All Project Managers 7%

Steve Schaefer, P.E., is the founder 
and chairman of Schaefer, a 60-person 
structural engineering firm, with offices 
in Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio, 
and is a member of CASE’s Programs 
Committee. Steve may be reached at 
steve.schaefer@schaefer-inc.com.

survey also indicate the need for NCSEA, 
ASCE/SEI, ACEC and CASE to work 
together to educate clients that they don’t 
have the insurance protection they thought, 
because their onerous contract clauses may 
not be covered by the designers professional 
liability insurance policies. Also, if SEs and 
other designers through their various pro-
fessional associations agreed to turn down 
contracts with these onerous clauses, owners 
may realize that they can’t get good design 
firms to do their work. One last thing to 
ask the client who presents a contract with 
these onerous terms, “If our competitor is 
so ill informed about business and insur-
ance issues that they are willing to sign this 
contract, what makes you think they are 
any more knowledgeable about good design 
practices? Do you really want them designing 
your facility?”
The contracts, guidelines and other publi-

cations developed by CASE are available for 
purchase. Go to www.ACEC.org, and on the 
right side of the page click on “Coalitions”, 
then scroll down and click on the CASE 
hyperlink labeled “Council of American 
Structural Engineers.” Then select “News & 
Resources” then “Publications” and finally 
“Contract Documents”. All publications are 
free to CASE members.▪
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FLOOR VIBRATIONS
FLOORVIBE v2.20 New Release
• Software to Analyze Floors for Annoying Vibrations
• Demo version at www.FloorVibe.com 
•  Calculations follow AISC Design Guide 11 and SJI 

Technical Digest 5 2nd Edition Procedures
• Analyze for Walking and Rhythmic Activities     
• Check floors supporting sensitive equipment
• Graphic displays of output
• Data bases included

CONSULTING SERVICES
•  Expert consulting available for new construction 

and problem floors.

Structural Engineers, Inc.
Radford, VA 540-731-3330   tmmurray@floorvibe.com

CASE Contracts % of Firms

#1 – Limited Professional Services 77%

#2 – Client & SER for Professional Services 68%

#11 – SER & Contractor, transfer CAD files 59%

#3 – SER & Sub-consultant 50%

#6 – CASE Commentary on AIA C401 46%

#4 – Structural Peer Review Services 46%

#13 – Prime Contract, Owner & SE 41%

#16 – Client & SE for Structural Condition Assignment 41%

#4 – Owner & SE for Special Inspections 36%

#15 – CASE Commentary on AIA A201 “General Conditions of Contract for Construction” 32%

#14A – Supplimental Form A, ASO 32%

Table F. 
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